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This study has as its final product a bathymetric chart
of Carmel 3ay, California, which is improved over any other
previously existing chart. The unique problems of applying
the echo-sounding corrections necessary to create accurate
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the results of a hydrographic survey
of Carmel Bay, California, performed using a 12-kHz fatho-
meter and a 3.5-kHz high resolution reflection profiler.
Navigation was accomplished with a two-station range-range
positioning system.
The survey was conducted on March 10-12, 1971, from a
52-ft chartered oceanographic survey boat, R/V DAWN STAR,
owned and operated by General Oceanographies, Inc., of
Newport Beach, California.
A. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study was to create a bathymetric
chart of Carmel Bay, California, which accurately repre-
sented the bottom topography. This completed chart, far
more detailed than a standard navigational chart, provides
a valuable tool to those interested in studying Carmel Bay.
The hydrographic survey was conducted using the best
positioning and echo-sounding systems economically available.
Corrections were applied to the bathymetric data so as to
reproduce faithfully the topographic features of the bottom.
During the course of reducing the bathymetric data, equations
were derived to handle corrections for the steep bottom
slopes encountered in the bay.
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The contours on the final chart will not necessarily be
the depths that a ship using a standard fathometer would
find. The depth corrections were in places very large due
to the steep-walled submarine canyon and would cause a
vessel to read considerably shallower depths than those
indicated on the chart (the depths on the chart being the
actual depths)
.
B. DESCRIPTION OF AREA
Carmel Bay, situated on the central California coast
(Fig. 1) , is an embayment cut by Carmel Submarine Canyon
(a principle tributary of Monterey Submarine Canyon to the
north) . The head of Carmel Canyon is located close to the
beach in the southeastern sector of the bay.
Carmel Bay is protected to the north and south by
Cypress Point and Point Lobos , both of which are composed
of Cretaceous Santa Lucia granodiorite. Granite Point,
Pescadero Point, and the southern half of Abalone Point are
also made up of granodiorite. Arrowhead Point and the
northern side of Abalone Point are made up of Miocene
volcanics
.
Carmel Beach, Pebble Beach, Stillwater Cove, and Whaler's
Cove have been formed by the weathering of Paleocene Carmelo
pebble conglomerate. Dune sands can be found at the north
end of Carmel Beach.
Carmel Submarine Canyon is formed by subaerial erosion
in solid rock along a possible fault trace (Martin, 1964,
p. 54) . The major sources of sediment into Carmel Bay
11

Figure 1. Location Map of Carmel Bay (from C&GS 5476).
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are the Carmel River and San Jose Creek, plus some shoreline
erosion.
C. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Prior to this study, a hydrographic survey of Carmel Bay
had been conducted in 19 3 3 by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey (C&GS) (1933). Also, the head of Carmel Canyon had
been charted in 1934 by Shepard and Emery (1941) . These
surveys were conducted using lead line soundings and hori-
zontal sextant angles for positioning. The 1933 survey of
C&GS serves as the basis for the present navigation chart
of Carmel Bay (C&GS 5476).
The sounding line spacing of the C&GS 193 3 survey was
6 00 ft for depths greater than approximately 2 fm and
300 ft for depths less than 20 fm. Soundings were taken
along the lines about every 400 ft in the deeper water and
every 200 ft in the shallows. As no more detail than
necessary for safe navigation was desired, the deeper areas
of the bay lack definition.
The sounding line spacing for the Shepard and Emery
survey of the canyon head was 200 ft with soundings taken
every 50 ft. This survey was very accurate when accomplished,
but this area is subject to variation in depth due to
slumping of sediment down the steep canyon walls. It is
safe to assume that some bathymetric changes have occurred
since 1934.
Lead line soundings give true depths and need only be
corrected for tide and wire angles, but suffer from a lack
13

of continuity. Because lead-line soundings are non-
continuous, small-scale features such as rock pinnacles
and small channels are difficult to correlate with the
overall bottom topography. In addition, wire line sound-
ings cannot be precisely contoured as the depth intervals
cannot be accurately interpolated between obtained
soundings for areas of rugged and highly variable bathymetry
14

II. PROCUREMENT OF DATA
A. SOUNDING LINES
1. Echo-Sounding Equipment
As the ship tracked, 12-kHz fathometer and 3.5-kHz
reflection profiling data were taken simultaneously. Both
systems utilized 30° transducer cones.
a. Fathometer
A standard hull-mounted Raytheon 12-kHz ship
fathometer was used, the data being recorded on standard
7-inch fathometer recorder paper.
b. 3.5-kHz High Resolution Reflection Profiler
tt+^2 izin rr a t'^wed s Lrsamli n""jd raiisducer ' fish '
the 3.5-kHz profiling system provided the best bathymetric
records of the survey. The record was maintained on a





Optimumly when conducting hydrographic surveys using
echo sounders, the incident sound cones of the transducers
for parallel adjacent sounding lines should be tangent at
the ocean bottom so as to provide 100% coverage of the
bottom (Fig. 2). Closer spacing of sounding lines is neces-
sary to obtain this coverage in shallow water due to trun-
cation of the sound cone by the bottom. Some representative






a = angle of transducer sound cone




= sounding line spacing for 100% coverage
= 2d. tan(a/2)
Note: x. < x for dj < d^
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It is estimated that for a hydrographic survey of
Carmel Bay to be accomplished with 100% coverage, over 250 n
miles of sounding lines would be necessary. This is a large
amount considering that Carmel Bay covers less than 6 square
miles. The large amount of track is necessary because the
northern half of the bay is relatively shallow, requiring a
high track density. In addition, the bathymetry of Carmel
Bay is very complex, including many rugged rock outcrops on
the bottom and a submarine canyon.
Originally proposed sounding line spacings were 250 ft
for expected depths less than 80 fm and 500 ft for expected
depths greater than 80 fm. These spacings were determined
as a compromise between available resources (ship time,
navigation net, and acoustic equipment) and desirable track
density.
3. Sounding Line Layout
When planning the sounding lines to be steamed in
performing a hydrographic survey, the following items were
considered:
- Make each line as long as possible to cut down on
non-productive time in turns and to provide con-
tinuity in the bathymetric records.
- Wider sounding line spacing can be used in deep water
without a loss in coverage because the incident sound
cone is wider.
- Check-lines should be provided to run at right angles
to the tracks to ensure that the depth measurements
agree at track intersections.
- Plan sounding lines to run normal to major slope con-




The north-south sounding lines of this survey (Fig. 3)
were used because they were generally parallel to the major
bottom slopes and were the longest tracks possible. These
lines were spaced 250 ft apart, with every other north- south
sounding line terminated when the expected depth exceeded
80 fm. East-west cross lines were included to check these
tracks
.
Segmented sounding lines were used around Point Lobos so
as to get the maximum resolution of what was known to be an
extremely irregular bottom made up primarily of jointed
massive igneous rock. The Point Lobos sounding lines were
checked with the north-south sounding lines.
4. Sounding Lines Accomplished
The originally planned sounding lines totaled 137 n
miles. Due to equipment failure and severe weather limiting
the survey to 2^ days of daylight operations, 85 n miles
were actually steamed. It is anticipated that the sounding
lines not completed will be done at some future date.
Figure 3 shows the sounding lines that were steamed and
those planned but not completed.
B. NAVIGATION
1. Navigation Equipment
Navigation was accomplished by use of a HIREX posi-
tioning system owned and operated by Offshore Navigation,
Inc. (ONI), New Orleans, La. Stated accuracy was 5 to 10 ft
at ranges of less than 3 miles from the shore stations
19
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(J.W. Vernon, General Oceanographies, Inc., personal
communication)
.
HIREX operates in the X-band frequency range and consists





It was required that the land-situated transponders
be placed within line-of-sight to as much of Carmel Bay as
possible and that a base line between the two transponders
be offset from the bay. In addition, the positions of the
transponders had to be accurately known.
Line-of-sight positioning was necessary because the
X-band signal transmitted by the transponders is readily
interrupted by obstructions such as trees.
The line between the transponders had to be offset
because the accuracy of the system is degraded when the area
of operation approaches the- base line connecting the two
transponders
.
The position of the transponders had to be precisely
known so that the track preplots and post-plots of fixes
taken could be accurately made.
3 Transponder Positioning
For the Carmel Bay survey, the northern transponder
was placed on C&GS Horizontal Control Point Loma Alta
(Table II). The southern transponder was placed on an
offset control point, subsequently named Corona, which was
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from C&GS Horizontal Control Points Fox and Loma Alta
(Fig. 4).
4 . Fixes
Fixes were obtained by simultaneously receiving the
omni-directional range signals from the two transponders and
recording them for post-plotting. Fixes were taken at the
start and finish of each sounding line and at 3-min inter-
vals along the lines. Since the ship averaged a speed of
5 knots, the 3-min fixes were about 500 ft apart. Each time
a fix was taken, the fathometer and 3.5-kHz profiler records
were marked and annotated to coincide with the fix number.
C. TRACK MAINTENANCE
The contracted navigation firm (ONI) was provided before
the survey with the desired tracks to be steamed. Given
these tracks and the fix spacing, the ranges from the two
land-based transponders for each anticipated fix were com-
puted. Plotting the ranges from each point on the sounding
line to the Station Corona transponder as the abscissa and
the ranges to the Station Loma Alta transponder as the
ordinate gave a hyperbola segment (Fig. 4).
In this manner, ONI fabricated computerized track pre-
plots consisting of segments of hyperbolas with the proposed
3-min fixes along each line indicated. The preplotted track
hyperbola for a given line was placed in an X-Y recorder on
the ship's bridge prior to steaming the line. The helmsman






Figure 4. Construction of Track Pre; lot.
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the navigation system, on the preplotted hyperbolas; the
stylus represented the ship's position.
The actual fixes were made by hand recording the ranges
from the transponder read-outs at 3-min intervals (approx-
imately at the preplotted fixes) . A post-plot of the fixes
taken along each line with their assigned fix numbers was
provided by the contractor. The preplot and post-plot
fixes were corrected for transponder elevation because the
recorded ranges were actually slant distances from the ship
to the transponders.
Figure 5 is a sample preplot showing the ship's actual
track superimposed over the precalculated hyperbola.
D. AREA OF SURVEY COVERAGE
The factors limiting the areas covered by this survey
were shallows, kelp beds, and equipment limitations.
1. Shallows
Although the relatively small size of the vessel
used (52 ft in length) allowed for work in shallow water, it
was often necessary to stand well off shore due to shoaling
waves and/or the presence of submerged rocks because the
3.5-kHz transducer was towed at a depth of 20 ft.
2. Kelp Beds
In Carmel Bay, large dense beds of kelp (Macrocystis
pyrifera ) extend for a considerable distance off shore and
occasionally caused the premature termination of, or depar-
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Figure 5. Track Preplot and Ship's Actual Track.
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not crossed because the towed instrumentation became fouled
and the quality of data obtained deteriorated.
Under the auspices of Mr. Don Rich, Ranger of Point
Lobos State Reserve, a kelp cut was held by diving clubs in
the area around Carmel River Beach. The elimination of kelp
in this area allowed for near shore work in the area of the
sewage outfall under construction and at the head of a
tributary to Carmel Canyon. Data collected in these areas
will be used for baseline studies to show future changes in
the bathymetry due to sand deposition from the Carmel River
and sediment slumping down the canyon.
3. Equipment Limitations
As mentioned previously, it was necessary for the
navigation transponders tc be placed on horizontal control
points with a clear line of sight to most of Carmel Bay.
The sites selected were thought to meet these requirements.
However, some blanking of stations did occur in the northern-
most part of the bay forcing premature track line cut-off.
The blanking was attributed to the tall trees close to Carmel
Beach interrupting the X-band signal of the HIREX transponders
E. DATA COLLECTION
Fathometer and 3.5-kHz transducer data were collected
simultaneously as the ship tracked. Both records were marked
and annotated at the start and finish of each line and at
3-min intervals coinciding with the navigation system fixes.
In addition, a cruise log was kept noting the line number,
27

the time of start and finish of each line, depth of the
towed transducer 'fish 1 , sweep rate of the recorders, firing





Several corrections should be applied to bathymetric
data obtained using echo-sounders in order to reproduce an
accurate chart of true depths. The errors considered and
the corrections to be made are discussed in this section.
The actual application of the corrections to the bathymetric
records is discussed in the section on data resolution.
A. TRANSDUCER DEPTH
The scales automatically marked on bathymetric records
are referenced to the transducer. Since hull-mounted trans-
ducers are never at the waterlino of the survey vessel, a
correction to account for the distance below the waterline
must be determined and applied. Towed transducers must
have their depths recorded for each line steamed so that
the proper correction can be made. The fathometer
transducer
depth was determined and the towed transducer depth was
measured for each line.
B. TIDE CORRECTION
Corrections for tidal variations can be obtained either
from a tide gage or from tide tables. The tide gage is
the
most accurate as it will reflect tidal fluctuations due
to




Tide records were obtained from the tide gage maintained
by the Naval Postgraduate School at Monterey Harbor in
Monterey Bay. It has been found from experience that these
tide records seldom vary by more than 0.5 ft from tides in
Carmel Bay (Dr. W.C. Thompson, personal communication).
C. INSTRUMENT ERROR
Instrument error does not vary with depth. That is, a
fathometer with an error of 2 ft in 1 fm of water will have
the same error in 200 fm of water. To calibrate the
fathometer and 3.5-kHz profiling equipments, lead line
soundings were made during operation of the acoustic equip-
ment. The errors found on the lead line casts are shown in
Table III.
D. SOUND VELOCITY CORRECTIONS
Depth sounding recorders are calibrated to give accurate
readings when the transmitted and reflected sound pulses
travel through sea water with a speed of 800 fm/sec. Devia-
tions of the mean vertical sounding speed (MVSS) from this
value will result in the recorder scale giving incorrect
readings
.
For depths encountered, the MVSS is chiefly dependent on
the thermal structure. In order to determine the thermal
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1. Computation of Mean Vertical Sounding Speed
Temperatures were taken off the bathythermograph
at 10-m (32.8-ft) intervals and the mean temperature at
each depth was found by averaging the temperature at that
depth with the shallower temperatures. Using tables of
sound velocity in sea water prepared by the U.S. Naval
Oceanographic Office (1962) , a MVSS was found at each depth.
A nearly constant MVSS of 1,487 m/sec (812.9 fm/sec) was
found to exist in Carmel Bay for the period of this survey.
2
.
Computation of Sound Speed Error
True depth relates to fathometer depth by the
expression:





-• *r rathometer caliDratea sounamg speed
for: MVSS = 14 8 7 m/sec, and
fathometer calibration = 1,463 m/sec
true depth = 1.01640 x fathometer recorder depth.
Therefore, the fathometer was reading shallow by a
factor of 1.64%.
This error was compensated for by manufacturing acetate
overlays of depth scales compressed 1.64% to be used instead
of the existing scales automatically marked on the bathy-
metric records.
E. SLOPE CORRECTIONS
1 . Statement of the Problem
The sound wave front of a transducer s] reads
spherically. The ship will receive an echo from any part
32

of the sea floor that is intercepted by the spherical wave
front as long as the reflection occurs within the sound cone
of the transducer and any projection above the sea floor
will give a hyperbolic echo trace.
Where the sea floor is sloping at an angle less than
half of the transducer cone angle, the first reflection will
not be detected from vertically beneath the ship, but will
return from the part of the slope which is perpendicular
to the ray (Fig. 6).
If the angle of sea floor slope is greater than half
the transducer cone angle, the first reflection will return
from the half angle of the transducer cone (Fig. 7)
.
2 . Corrections for Slope Angles Less Than 15°
Krause (196 2) has shown that the relationship




In addition, the relationship between true depth (Z) and




Tabulated values of the true depth for true bottom slope
angles from 0° to 15° and echo depths from to 300 fm are
given in Appendix B.
3 . Corrections for Slope Angles Greater Than 15°
The equations given by Krause fail at echo slope




R = echo trace depth
Z = true depth
4> = echo trace slope angle
G — true botiom siope angle
From Krause (1962):
sinG = tan <t>
Z = R/cosG
Figure 6. Slope Correction for Slope
Angles Less than 15°.

tan* = (R, " R2




tanG = tan* [(Z, - Z )/(R, - RJ]
Z./[sin (75° 4 0)] = R
(






sin(75° + G )/cos 9
Z^sin (75° +G)] = R^sin (90° -G)] = R^cos G ; ^ 2 = R2 sin(75° +G)/cosG
.'. sin G = tan <t> sin (75° + G )
Z = R (cos 15° + sin 15° tan G )
Figure 7. Slope Correction for Slope
Angles Greater than 15°.
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sound cone. This is because his work was intended for use
only in the deep sea where steep slopes are rarely
encountered.
It may be seen from Fig. 7 that the relationship between
the echo slope angle (<f>) and the true bottom slope angle (0)
for echo slope angles over 15° is:
sine = tan <{> sin (75° + 6).
The solutions of this transcendental equation for echo
slope angles of 15° up to 45° are shown in Appendix A. The
solutions given in Appendix A were obtained by iterating 6
so that left and right hand sides of the above equation
agreed to within ±0.00005.
It may also be seen from Fig. 7 that the relationship
between the true depth (Z) and echo depth (R) is:
Z = R (cos 15° + sin 15° tan 0)
.
Tabulated values of the true depths for true bottom
slope angles from 15° to 50° and echo depths from to 300 fm
are given in Appendix C.
F. CROSS SLOPE CORRECTION
1. Statement of the Problem
The slope corrections previously discussed assume
that the ship's track is parallel to the maximum bottom
slope. If the ship's track is not parallel to the slope,
the track of the point of reflection across the slope does
not correspond with the vertical projection of the ship's
36

track on the sea floor, but lies upslope of the projection
of the ship's track (Fig. 8).
2 . Correction for Cross Slope
Krause (1962) has shown that the relationship
between the true bottom slope angle (0) , the apparent bottom
slope angle (0_J , and the angle between the ship's track anda
a line parallel to the bottom contour (3) to be:
. Q tan 9atan = —-. 7T-
.
sin S







Projection of Ship Track
on Sea Floor
Track of Echo Trace Reflection
on Slope
G = apparent bottom slope angle
6' = true bottom slope angle
= angie between shto track end line parallel to botl
From Krause (1962):
tan © = tan e /sin $
a
M
Figure 8. Cross Slope Correction.
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IV. RESOLUTION OF BATHYMETRIC DATA
The 3.5-kHz profiler records were used to make the Carmel
Bay chart rather than the fathometer bathymetry because:
-the 3.5-kHz records had better resolution than the
fathometer records
,
-the wide precision depth recorder paper was easier to
work on, and
-the 3.5-kHz records were better on the steep slopes
of the canyon walls.
The fathometer records were used to validate the 3.5-kHz
profiler records so that if any penetration of the bottom
sediments had occurred, the true bottom could still be
determined.
A. DATA REDUCTION
1. Calculation of the Mean Lower Low Water Datum
The datum plane from which depths are recorded on
I
hydrographic charts for the West Coast of North America is
mean lower low water (MLLW) . It is necessary to locate the
MLLW datum on the bathymetric records so as to use it as
the zero level for subsequent depth determinations. Con-
sidered in the determination of MLLW datum are transducer
depth, instrument error, and the height of the tide above
MLLW.
In the cruise logbook were noted the date and time that
each sounding line was steamed, the instrument error deter-
mined from the most recent lead line test and the transducer
39

depths. The height of the tide from the MLLW datum is
obtained from the tide gage records using the date and time
that the line was run.
A typical calculation of the MLLW for the tide 3.0 ft
above MLLW, a 3.5-kHz profiling system reading too deep by
2.0 ft, and a 3.5-kHz transducer towed 20.0 ft below the
surface would total 15.0 ft (-3.0 -2.0+ 20.0). The MLLW
datum is therefore located 2.5 fm above the zero scale line
marked on the 3.5-kHz profiler records.
2
.
Preliminary Annotation of Bathymetric Records
Acetate scales (corrected for deviations of MVSS
from the calibrated fathometer sounding speed) were fabri-
cated and used to mark depth intervals on the bathymetric
records. The depths should be marked at the contour line
interval to be used on the completed chart. As the overlay
is moved across the record, the zero line of the acetate
scale must be held on the calculated zero line on the record
This is to assure that the marked depths will be taken from
the MLLW datum.
Major pinnacles and troughs should be marked by some
consistent convention. The pinnacles and troughs of the
small scale bottom structure may or may not be annotated
depending upon the intended use for the finished chart.
3
.
Application of Slope Corrections
The depths now on the record are corrected for tide,
instrument, and sounding speed errors. The depths marked on
approximately level portions of the echo trace are correct
40

and need no more work. Corrections still need to be
applied to the depths marked on the slopes.
a. Calculation of Apparent Echo Slope Angle
The apparent echo slope angle (<$> ) is expressed
a
by the relationship:
. , change in deoth (ft)tan = -5-. ;r— z n ^ /-elx •T a distance traveled (ft)
The change in depth is that change which occurs between
any two fixes on the same slope. The distance traveled is
obtained from the track post-plot by measuring the distance
between the fixes used to get the change in depth.
b. Calculation of Apparent Bottom Slope Angle
(1) Echo Slope Angles Less Than 15° . The
relationship between the apparent bottom sjcpe angle (5_)
Cl
and the apparent echo slope angle (<}> ) for echo slope angles
a
less than 15° is:
sin 8 = tan d> .
a r a
Since cf> is already known, it is only necessary to find the
a
angle whose sine equals the tangent of 4> to find .
a a
(2) Echo Slope Angles Greater Than 15° . For
apparent echo slope angles greater than 15° , 9 may be
a
obtained directly from Appendix A.
c. Calculation of True Bottom Slope
The relationship between true bottom slope angle
(6), apparent bottom slope angle (0 ), and the angle between
a









The angle 3 need not be exact. For the Carmel Bay
survey, 3 was obtained from previously existing hydrographic
charts
.
d. Final Annotation of Bathymetric Records
With the true bottom slope angle known, the true
depth may be obtained for every echo depth (up to 30 fm)
from Appendix B (0_<15 o ) or Appendix C (6> 15°).
If the corrected depths are plotted below every echo
depth on the records and connected, the profile of the true
bottom will be seen. Again, using the acetate scales, even
depth intervals can be marked on the true bottom.
e. Ambiguity of ' V Shaped Depressions
Extending the true bottom profiles of both sides
of a 'V shaped depression until they intersect will give a
very rough approximation of the bottom of the depression.
An ambiguity exists as to the actual shape of the bottom
since the echo trace would appear the same for a variety of
depression cross sections (Fig. 9). This ambiguity causes
the Carmel Bay chart to be inaccurate along the canyon axis.
Shepard and Emery (1941, p. 76), using lead lines, found
that the Carmel Canyon head had a narrow, comparatively flat
base. The wide (30°) transducer sound cones employed on the
echo sounding equipments of this survey would completely






\ " Can Be Found
True Bottom Unknown
T-TTTJ-Kr \ \ \ \ \ \
Note the identical echo traces (first reflection) for both troughs.




A. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SMOOTH SHEET
The true depths on the bathymetric records were next
transposed to the post-plot of the fixes taken. Every mark
on the record had a coinciding fix on the post-plot. Pro-
portional dividers were used to locate the positions of
useful contour depths on the post-plot between fixes.
Pinnacles and troughs were also located.
B. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FINISHED CHART
The last step in the manufacture of a hydrographic chart
is the contouring of the smooth sheet. Contouring of depths
was done on tracing paper, as many erasures were often
necessary.
The shoreline for the Carmel Bay chart was taken from




The completed chart of Carmel Bay is enclosed as
Plate I. Every precaution has been taken to insure the
accuracy of the contours. Unfortunately, the 30° transdu-
cer cones did not allow for the bottom of the canyon to
be properly surveyed and the chart is not exact in these
areas
.
Figure 10 shows the depth contours from the current
navigation chart of Carmel Bay (based on the 1933 C&GS
survey) as compared with the contours obtained by this
survey. It may be seen that although the 19 3 3 survey
provided the general trends of the bottom topography, Lhis
study is mere specific.
It is hoped that this study can be used as a guide for
those interested in conducting bathymetric surveys of areas





1971 Survey (this report)
1933 C&GS Survey




It is anticipated that the sounding lines not
completed
will be accomplished at some future date so that the
contours
in this region (Fig. 3) can be drawn with more
certainty.
Carmel Submarine Canyon should be surveyed with a
narrow
beam profiler so as to accurately determine the
cross-section
profile of the entire canyon. If this profiling could
be
done on regular intervals, every few years or so,
the
slumping at the head of Carmel Canyon could be closely
documented.
Work is presently under way at the Naval Postgraduate
School to define the texturai ana mineralogies Qibl-ilw
and basins of the bottom sediments of Carmel Bay.
Also, a




























PRFflSION C rD TH RECORDER SLOPE C QNVERT SDECIM
TO APPARENT BOTTOM SLO°E
THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE EQUATION -
SI N ( THET A ) =SI N (75+TH ST A)*T AN( PHI
)
r-nP EACH VALUE OF PHI FROM 15 TO 45 DEGREES




q 8 FCPMAT ( ' 1 ' i /// )
99 FO^t^^X, 'APPENDIX A',////)
100 SMIWS^IOX.-PDR SL3P5-.10X,- APPARENT BOTTOM
SLOP*




IF(K. c O.A6) CO TO 3
THCT&=PHI
3 THFTA =THETA+0.0C02 t . _ IT , , , _ CT N , T .. r TA j
!??fpsln"t.o:oooo5);gq to 1
A = ( fHETA*57.296)+0. 0C5
WPTT r (6«200)K t A
2 00 =ORM AT ( • • 1 14X 1 1 2 f 2 IX
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-OR TRUE BOTTOM SLOPFS





98 FORMAT! ' l 1 t /// )
W R I T - ( 6 » 99 )
99 FORMAT( « ' , 24X, ' APTNDIX B',/)
WRIT.":(o, 102)*
102 FORMAT (' ' ,9X t ' DEPTH C 3PRECT
I
n NS FOR
X,T2,« DEGREES •,//// )
WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT(« ' ,10X,«TRUE SLOPE* »3X ,« ECHO
X» INCREASE' , 2X, 'TRUE DE 3 TH« )
WRITE (6, 101)
101 FORMAT( • • , 11X,« (TEG^EES) ,4X, ' (FATHOMS)* ,3X,
X • (FATHOMS)
'






2C0 FORMAT! « ' , 14X r I 2 , 10X , !
3
t 1CX, I 2, 7X, c 6 . 2
)
I C (F .LT.300) GC TO 2
I
C (K.EQ.15) GO TO 1
n=-5.o










DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLCPE CF DEGREES



































































































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOP A TRUE SLOPE OF 2 DEGREES
TRUE SLOPE ECHO DEPTH INCREASE TRUE DEPTI














































2 210 210. 13
2 215 215.14
2 220 220. 14
2 225 225.14
2 230 230.15
2 235 235. 15
2 240 240.15
2 245 245.15
2 250 250. 16
2 255 255.16
2 260 260.16





2 290 290. 18
2 295 295.18




































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 4 DEGREES







































































































































































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLCPE OF 6 DEGREES








































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE 0»= 7 DEGREES






























































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOP A TR Ur SLC^E OF 8 DEGREES



































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS c OR A TRUE SLOPE OF 9 DEGREES





























































































































1 1 ai X v./ <,44








































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOP. A TRUE SLOPE OF 1C DEGREES






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEPTH COFRECTICNS ^OR A TRUE SLOPE CF 12 DEGREES



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLO°E O c 14 DEGREES


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CORRcrTIONS F=CR TRUE BOTTOM SLOPES




S8 «=DRMAT( ' 1' »///)
99 FORMAT (' • ,2^X t "APPENDIX CS/i
102 FORMli?!
1?^. -DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOP A TRUE SLOPE OF
X,I2,' DEGREES' ,////)
100 ftjTO'^lcX.-WJE SLOPE- .3X, "ECHO DEPTH', 2X,
XMNCJ[hi{%<• ,2X,'TPIJ1 D==TF" )
WRITE ( 6 » L 1 )
. , -,
~ ~ - - r c \ i / v i (TATH^M^P.^Xi
101 FORMAT (• « tllX* 1 (D5GRFfcS)"»^Xt 'iF IHUMai i sa»
XM FATHOMS) ! t2X , • C= ATHOMS) • ,//)
0002 r
z
=^5% 6593 + .25382*(TAN(THF:TA>))
N=Z+0.5-F
L = R K, -,
?00 chrm/\t( • • , 14X»I 2t lCXt I 3ilOX, I2f /X»> o.^i
IF1R.LT.300) GO TO 2





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OEPTH CORRECTIONS FOP A TRUE SLOPE OF 18 DEGREES




























































































































































































DEPTH CORRECT ICNS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 19 DEGREES
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DEPTH CORRECTICNS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 21 DEGREES































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 22 DEGREES




























































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS cOR A TRUE SLOPE 0^ 25 DEGREES



































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 26 DEGREES






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS c OR A TRUE SLC D5 CF 29 DEGREES



























































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FCR A TRUE SLCPE OF 30 DEGREES



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOP A TRUE SLOPE OF 32 DEGREES































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 33 DEGREES
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DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 34 DEGREES


































































































































































































































DEPTH CORP.ECTICNS c OR A TRUE SLOPE OF 35 DEGREES
triif <;i npc PCHC DEP TH INCREASE TRUE DEPTH
^DEGREES) (FATHOMS) (FATHOMS) (FATHOMS)
o o o.o
5 1 5 - 7 $in 1 11.47
a^ 15 2 17.21







352i 35 5 40.1









90 13 103.24|| %% 14 108.98
100 15 114. '2
105 15 120.45


















125 18 i43 .-?9
130 19 149.13
135 20 154.87
35 140 21 160.60|2 145 21 166.34
\\ 150 22 172.07
35 155 23 177.81
^r 160 24 133.54
11 165 24 189.28
1* 170 25 195.02
35 175 26 200.75
35 180 26 206.49
o
c
iss 27 212 . 22
11 90 28 217-96
oc iq5 29 223. 70
35 200 29 229.43
\% 205 30 235.17
35 210 31 240. 9Ci£ 215 32 246.64
35 220 32 252 37
oc 9 95 33 2DO.il
35 230 34 263.85ii 035 35 269.58
"' 240 |5 275.32
35 255 38 292.52
35 260 38 298.26
35 265 39 304.00




35 280 41 1?I*I2
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DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 37 DEGREES
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DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 39 DEGREES






























































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 40 DEGREES
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DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 46 DEGREES
TRIIP SI PPF FCHO DEPTH INCREASE TRUE DEPTH
^DEGREES) (FATHOMS) (FATHOMS) (FATHOMS)
46 0.0 7
Ja 10 2 12*34
46 15 4 18.51
It 20 5 24.68
46 25 6 30.85
^a "30 7 5 i ,\Jd
46 35 8 43.19
it 11 il «.2°
» B:B






46 100 23 123.39
46 1C5 25 129.56
** 110 26 135.73
46 i^u ^° ic? 4 o';





46 130 30 160.41
46 135 32 166.53
46 140 33 Ul'257? 145 34 178.92
Za 1?0 35 185.09
46 155 36 191.26
46 160 37 197.43
46 165 39 203.60
46 170 40 209.77
46 175 41 215.94
aa 180 42 222.11
46 185 43 228.28
46 190 *4 |34.45
46 195 46 ^9'^
AA 200 47 246.79
46 205 48 252.96
46 210 49 259.13
46 215 50 265. 30
46 220 51 ??i'?i
46 225 53 QI* %?aa 230 54 2b3.ei
^ 23 5 55 2 89.98
XI \X% 57 iol'.M
Za ?55 60 314.65
46 260 61 320.82
46 265 62 326.99
\% Vi% 11 ii^-33
46 280 66 345.50
46 285 67 IW'ti
46 290 68 Ifl'm




DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 47 DEGREES














































































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLQ<=E OF 48 DEGREES



























































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLC^E OF 49 DEGREES





























































































































































































DEPTH CORRECTIONS FOR A TRUE SLOPE OF 50 DEGREES
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